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Abstract

There is an increasing need for the anno-
tation of multiple types of linguistic infor-
mation that are rather different in their na-
ture, e.g., word order, morphological fea-
tures, syntactic and semantic relations, etc.
Quite frequently, their annotation is com-
bined in a single structure, which not only
results in inadequate annotations of tree-
banks and consequent low-quality applica-
tions trained on them, but also is deficient
from a theoretical (linguistic) perspective.
We present a new corpus of Spanish an-
notated on four independent levels, mor-
phology, surface-syntax, deep-syntax and
semantics, as well as the methodology that
allows for obtaining it with fewer cost
while maintaining a high inter-annotator
agreement.

1 Introduction

There is an increasing need in stochastic
dependency-oriented NLP applications (among
them, semantic role labeling or semantic analy-
sis, sentence generation, abstractive summariza-
tion, etc.) to deal not only with syntactic, but
also with semantic information. This need im-
plies that dependency treebanks must be anno-
tated with both syntactic and semantic informa-
tion, as, e.g., the Prague Dependency Treebank
(PDT) 2.0 for Czech (Hajič, 2004; J.Hajič et al.,
2006) and the Italian Syntactic-Semantic Tree-
bank (S.Montemagni et al., 2003). However, most
of the widely-known treebanks contain only one
layer of annotation, namely the syntactic one; see,
e.g., the dependency version of the Penn TreeBank
(Johansson and Nugues, 2007) for English, Tal-
banken05 for Swedish (Nilsson et al., 2005), and
SynTagRus for Russian (Apresjan et al., 2006). To
also offer semantic annotation, some corpora have
been enriched a posteriori by semantic informa-
tion; cf., e.g., Penn Treebank/PropBank (Palmer et
al., 2005)/NomBank (Meyers et al., 2004) or An-
cora (Taulé et al., 2008). The disadvantage of such

amendments is that they risk to intermingle syn-
tactic and semantic information in the same anno-
tation scheme, which then negatively affects the
applications trained on them. This is true in par-
ticular for Natural Language Generation: see for
instance (Bohnet et al., 2010) and the first Surface-
Realization Shared Task (Belz et al., 2011), who
both needed to separate semantic and syntactic an-
notations for their experiments.

In this paper, we propose a genuinely multilevel
corpus annotation scheme for Spanish and discuss
a sample annotation of the corpus (Ancora-UPF),
the current version of which contains 3,513 sen-
tences (100,892 tokens).1

2 The layers in our annotation

Our annotation intends to ensure that (i) a level
of representation does not percolate into another
one, and (ii) the annotation is complete in order
to allow for easy automatic processing at each
layer. Following the levels of the linguistic model
in the Meaning-Text Theory (Mel’čuk, 1988),
we annotate four different layers on top of the
sentence level: morphological, surface-syntactic,
deep-syntactic, and semantic.

2.1 Morphological layer

The morphological layer is a simple chain of sur-
face lexical units bearing morpho-syntactic infor-
mation. Surface lexical units are all the items of
the vocabulary, that is, words as they appear in any
monolingual dictionary, and their inflected vari-
ants. In Table 1, all possible values of all morpho-
syntactic features used in our annotation are de-
tailed. In addition to features such as gender and
number, we use three different tagsets for Part-of-
Speech: a coarse-grained one, dpos, and two fine-
grained ones: pos and spos. The difference be-
tween pos, which is a subset of the PoS tagset from
the Penn TreeBank set (Marcus et al., 1993), and
spos is minor, although, for instance, in parsing

1It includes the 3,510 sentences that AnCora com-
prised at the time we launched this project back in early
2008, and three additional sentences we used for early
tests. For downloads, see http://www.taln.upf.
edu/content/resources/495.
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Features Possible values #
dpos A, Adv, N, V 88,873

spos

adjective, adverb, auxiliary,
conjunction, copula, determiner,

100,892

foreign_word, formula, interjection,
interrogative_pronoun, noun,
number, percentage, preposition,
pronoun, proper_noun,
punctuation, relative_pronoun,
roman_numeral, verb

pos
CC, CD, DT, IN, JJ, N, NN, NP,

100,892PP, RB, SYM, UH, VB, VH, VV,
WP, formula

id 1 to ∞ 100,892
surface form any 100,892
lemma any 100,892
gender C, FEM, MASC 41,735
number PL, SG 53,608
mood IMP, IND, SUBJ 8,116
person 1, 2, 3 8,132
tense FUT, PAST, PRES 8,070
finiteness FIN, GER, INF, PART 11,176

Table 1: Morpho-syntactic features

experiments reported upon in (Ballesteros et al.,
2013), spos performed better than pos for labeled
relation attachment. Table 2 shows the reparti-
tion of the morpho-syntactic features that not all
nodes carry, while Table 3 allows for visualizing
the difference between the two fine-grained part-
of-speech tags.2

FEAT V N Adj Det Pro Other
finiteness 99.91 0.01 0.06 0 0 0.02
gender 2.02 46.72 14.31 32.33 4.37 0.25
mood 99.95 0.01 0 0 0 0.04
number 16.74 36.57 15.15 27.1 4.25 0.19
person 99.98 0.01 0 0 0 0.01
tense 99.98 0 0 0 0 0.02

Table 2: Distribution of features (%)

pos spos
CC conjunction
CD cardinal number
DT determiner

IN conjunction
preposition

JJ adjective
NN common noun
NP proper noun
PP personal pronoun
RB adverb

SYM punctuation
percentage

UH interjection

VB auxiliary
copula

VH auxiliary
VV verb

WP interrogative pronoun
relative pronoun

Formula formula
- foreign word

Table 3: Correspondences between pos and spos

2There are only 88,873 dpos features because punctua-
tions do not receive any.

2.2 Surface-syntactic (SSynt) layer

This layer is annotated with unordered depen-
dency trees in which labelled dependencies link
pairs of surface lexical units. Thus, the nodes have
a one-to-one correspondence with the nodes of
the morphological level. The 47 language-specific
surface-syntactic relations used for the annotation
of this layer are given and briefly explained in Ta-
ble 4.3 In the corpus, 14 of these relations occur
more than a thousand times; these are, from the
most frequent to the less frequent: prepos, det,
punc, adv, modif, subj, obl_obj, dobj, conj, co-
ord, aux_phras, attr, copul, and relat. Depend-
ing on the application, one can need more or less
tags in the annotation. In order to allow for tuning
the granularity of the tagset, we organized the re-
lations in a hierarchy (see (Mille et al., 2012) for
illustration).

2.3 Deep-syntactic (DSynt) layer

The structures at this layer are dependency trees
in which labelled dependencies link pairs of deep
lexical units. To the lexical units, deep-syntactic
grammemes are assigned. The deep-syntactic de-
pendency relations (cf. Table 5) are language-
independent and thus also more abstract than the
surface-syntactic ones. In our corpus, the deep-
syntactic layer contains only 66,980 nodes since
all punctuation signs and functional nodes have
been removed. In the following, the four partic-
ular cases of node-removal are listed.4

(a) Governed elements
The presence of a governed preposition is imposed
by the subcategorization (“valency”) characteris-
tics of its head, as, e.g., the appearance of TO in
give it TO your friend), in the sense that the prepo-
sition TO is required by ‘give’. TO in itself is here
void of own meaning and should thus not appear
in the deep-syntactic structure. This is different
in, for instance, to go INTO/IN FRONT OF/NEXT
TO/. . . your house, where the preposition is mean-
ingful (even though it is governed) and thus should
appear in the deep-syntactic structure. The depen-

3So far, we do not have special relations for ellipses; we
add a syntactic empty node in order to deal with “impossible”
dependencies only in case of what is commonly known as
“gapping" and “right-node-raising".

4Some nodes are also added in the deep-syntactic struc-
ture. Thus, when there is an empty subject, we introduce a
node with the person and number information as first argu-
ment of the verb (since the verb takes that information for
being inflected), and when necessary link that new node to
another one with a coreference relation.
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DepRel Distinctive properties
abbrev abbreviated apposition

abs_pred non-removable dependent of an N
making the latter act as an adverb

adv mobile adverbial
agent promotable dependent of a participle
analyt_fut Prep a governed by future Aux
analyt_pass non-finite V governed by passive Aux
analyt_perf non-finite V governed by perfect Aux
analyt_progr non-finite V governed by progressive Aux
appos apposed element
attr right-side modifier of an N
aux_phras multi-word marker
aux_refl reflexive Pro depending on a V
bin_junct for binary constructions
compar complement of a comparative Adj/Adv

compl1 non-removable adjectival object agreeing
with subject

compl2 non-removable adjectival object agreeing
with direct object

compl_adnom prepositional dependent of a stranded Det
conj complement of a non-coordinating Conj

coord between a conjunct and the element
acting as coordination conjunction

coord_conj complement of a coordinating Conj
copul cliticizable dependent of a copula
copul_clitic cliticized dependent of a copula
det non-repeatable left-side modifier of an N

dobj verbal dependent that can be promoted
or cliticized with an accusative Pro

dobj_clitic accusative clitic Pro
depending on a V

elect non-argumental right-side dependent
of a comparative Adj/Adv or a number

iobj dependent replaceable by a dative Pro
iobj_clitic dative clitic Pro depending on a V
juxtapos for linking two unrelated groups

modal non-removable, non-cliticizable infinitive
verbal dependent

modif for Adj agreeing with their governing N
num_junct numerical dependent of another number

obj_copred adverbial dependent of a V, which
agrees with the direct object

obl_compl right-side dependent of a non-V element
introduced by a governed Prep

obl_obj prepositional object that cannot be
demoted, promoted or cliticized

prepos complement of a preposition

prolep for clause-initial accumulation of
elements with no connectors

punc for non-sentence-initial punctuations
punc_init for sentence-initial punctuation

quant numerical dependent which controls the
number of its governing N

quasi_coord for coordinated elements withthe
no connector

quasi_subj a subject next to a grammatical subject
relat finite V that modifies an N
relat_expl adverbial finite clause
sequent right-side coordinated adjacent element

subj dependent that controls agreement on
its governing V

subj_copred adverbial dependent of a V
agreeing with the subject

Table 4: 47 dependency relations used at the
surface-syntactic layer

dents involved in the following SSynt-relations are
concerned: agent, compar, dobj, iobj, obl_compl,
and obl_obj. We also remove all subordinating
conjunctions que ‘that’ when they introduce an ar-
gument of a predicate.
(b) Auxiliaries
An auxiliary is a functional element and there-
fore should not appear as such in a “deep” struc-
ture. However, it expresses semantic grammatical
significations, namely tense (past: haber ‘have’
+ past participle; future: ir ‘go’ + preposition a
‘to’ + infinitive), aspect (progressive: estar ‘be’
+ present participle) or voice (passive: ser ‘be’
+ past participle). These significations must be
reflected in the deep-syntactic structure. For this
purpose, corresponding attributes have been intro-
duced to capture tense, aspect and voice: ‘tense’
for tense (with as possible values present, future
and past); ‘tem_constituency’ for aspect (with as
possible values simple, progressive, perfect, per-
fect progressive); and the attribute ‘voice’, with
the values active or passive. However, since there
are two ways to realize passive voice in Spanish
(one with an auxiliary and one with a reflexive pro-
noun), the mapping between a deep-syntactic verb
with “voice=passive” and its superficial counter-
part is not straightforward.
(c) Determiners
Definite el ‘the’ and indefinite un ‘a’ determin-
ers (at least) should be removed from the deep-
syntactic annotation: they indicate degrees of
givenness, and in this respect account for a part
of the information and coreference structures. The
determiners can be replaced by attribute/value
pairs assigned to the governing noun (given VS
new). However, we are conscious that there is no
reliable way to identify automatically the given-
ness of nouns, since there is no systematic corre-
lation between the presence or the absence of a
determiner for a noun and its givenness. A manual
annotation of givenness would be needed for some
tasks; for instance, for a generator to learn cor-
rectly how to deal with the introduction of deter-
miners in a superficial structure. For now, we only
annotate definiteness on nouns so as to encode the
presence of a definite or indefinite determiner at
the surface. All other determiners (demonstrative,
possessives, etc.) are kept in the deep annotation
because they can encode more than mere given-
ness: possessives can receive any edge in deep-
syntax since they can stand for a modifier (su silla
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‘his/her chair’) or an argument (first argument:
su traducción ‘his/her translation (of something)’;
second argument: su elección ‘his/her election (by
someone)’, etc.) of the governing noun. The de-
terminers that are maintained in DSynt receive the
dependency relation ATTR.
(d) Relative Pronouns
Relative pronouns with antecedent should be sub-
stituted by their antecedent in the deep-syntactic
structure, and a coreference link added between
them. Given how we annotate relative clauses (see
Figure 1), we can always find the antecedent of the
pronoun as the governor of the relat relation.

DepRel Short description
I first argument
II second argument
III third argument
IV fourth argument
V fifth argument
VI sixth argument
APPEND backgrounded modifier
ATTR regular modifier
COORD coordinate
coref special coreference relation

Table 5: 9 dependency relations used at the deep-
syntactic layer

The deep-syntactic grammemes comprise the
features of the more superficial layers (see Ta-
ble 1), and some additional features specific to
this level (see Table 6). We see that the fea-
ture(s) id_ssynt store the correspondence between
the DSynt node and one or more SSynt nodes.

DSynt Feature Possible values
coref_id 1 to ∞
definiteness DEFINITE | INDEFINITE | N/A
id_ssynt1 1 to ∞
id_ssynt2 1 to ∞
id_ssyntn 1 to ∞

tem_constituency
SIMPLE | PROGRESSIVE |
PERFECT |
PERFECT PROGRESSIVE

voice ACTIVE | PASSIVE

Table 6: Additional (compared to SSynt) gram-
memes used in the DSynt annotation

2.4 Semantic (Sem) layer

A semantic structure is an acyclic predicate-
argument graph. The nodes at the semantic level
in our corpus are the same as the nodes at the deep-
syntactic level. In other words, in the first version
of the corpus, we do not generalize the word la-

bels: different words which have identical mean-
ings keep a different label in semantics. However,
we add six different types of meta-nodes in order
to encode information stored as feature/values in
the previous layers or to connect non-predicative
units to the rest of the structure:5

ROOT: it has only one argument, and simply indi-
cates which node of the semantic structure is the
most important; it directly relates with the main
node of the sentence, that is, usually, the main verb
of the main clause.
TENSE: the first argument is by convention the
event, and the second argument indicates whether
it was in the past, is in the present, or will be in the
future.
NUMBER: following the same model as TENSE,
the first argument is the semantic number, and the
second argument is the value SINGULAR or PLU-
RAL. Note that this should concern semantic num-
ber only, and not lexical number. For instance, the
number of the word paro ‘unemployment’ in Fig-
ure 1d is lexical; it cannot vary. As a result, it
should not be an argument of a node NUMBER.
However, in this version of the corpus, all nouns
receive a number.
TEM_CONSTITUENCY: again, the first argu-
ment is by convention the event, and the second
argument indicates whether it is progressive, per-
fect, both or none.
ELABORATION: this meta-node is used to con-
nect to the semantic graph those non-predicative
deep-syntactic nodes that receive the relations
ATTR or APPEND. The node ELABORATION
takes the dependent as its second argument, and
the governor as its first one. It is mainly used in
the case of apposition. In Figure 1c, there are two
predicative attributes, este ‘this’ and the head of
the relative clause, engrosar ‘make swell’; in both
cases, their syntactic governor is their first argu-
ment and, therefore, no ELABORATION node is
needed to connect them to the semantic structure.
However, in some appositive constructions, for in-
stance, the apposed element cannot take its DSynt
governor as argument: in Pipo, mi perro ‘Pipo, my
dog’, we have Pipo-ATTR→perro, and perro is not
a predicate. An extra node is therefore needed to
connect it to the structure. The attributive relation
in this case stands for the fact that the governor
is the name given to the dependent; subsequently,

5Meta-nodes are shown in upper case in Figure 1d, while
regular nodes are in lower case.
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we should have at the semantic level ‘Pipo’←2-
NAME-1→‘perro’. However, since we did not un-
dertake a manual revision of the semantic layer as
yet, we use for now the generic label ELABORA-
TION in all cases, considering that the second ar-
gument somehow elaborates on the first one.
POSSESS: as already mentioned in Section 2.3,
when the possessive determiner is not an argu-
ment, it usually stands for a possession relation
between the governor, which will be the second
semantic argument, and the dependent, which will
be the first one.6

These predicates are called “meta” because they
encode information that is necessary at the seman-
tic level of representation, but that should not be
considered the same as other nodes, since they
should not be realized as words in the final sen-
tence. If we would not differentiate one type of
node from the other, Figure 1d could result in
a sentence like “The document, the number of
which is singular, suggests in a present time that
...”.7 Finally, the semantic features are (i) a unique
individual ID, (ii) an ID that indicates the corre-
spondence with DSynt nodes, and (iii) an attribute
that encodes the definiteness of some nouns.

The nomenclature of predicate-argument rela-
tions is given in Table 7;8 an example of each an-
notation level is shown in Figure 1.

DepRel Short description
1 first argument
2 second argument
3 third argument
n nth argument

Table 7: Predicate-argument relations used at the
semantic layer

2.5 Format
In order to facilitate the processing of the superfi-
cial layers of the annotation, the sentence, mor-
phological and surface-syntactic layers are pre-

6These three last meta-nodes are not shown in Figure 1d
in order to make the figure more readable.

7Technically, the information encoded until now in the se-
mantic structure is still not sufficient to regenerate the sen-
tence as it was on the surface: the information structure also
constrains the realization of the semantic graph. However, as
we consider the superimposing of an information structure on
a semantic network as a different task, this is out of the scope
of this paper.

8Note that unlike the semantic annotation of PTB/PB, the
semantic structure in MTT has transparent semantic frames,
in the sense that no difference is made between external or
internal arguments.

(a) MorphS

(b) SSyntS

(c) DSyntS

(d) SemS

Figure 1: The four levels of annotation for the sentence El
documento propone que este contrato afecte a las personas
que engrosen las listas del paro ‘The document suggests that
this contract affect the persons who make the unemployment
lists swell’
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sented in a single standard 14-column CoNLL file.
The deep-syntactic layer is also provided in a sep-
arate CoNLL file, while the semantic layer is pre-
sented in the HFG format used in the Surface-
Realization Shared Task in 2011 (Belz et al.,
2011). The different layers are connected thanks
to the IDs of the nodes.

3 Multilayered annotation in practice

Annotating such a corpus manually can seem too
costly at the first sight. In this section, we show
that a solid theoretical framework and the use of
adequate tools can allow for significant reduction
of the manual workload.

3.1 The advantages of our theoretical
framework

As already mentioned, our annotation model is
strongly influenced by the Meaning-Text Theory
(Mel’čuk, 1988). Its rich stratification facilitates
a clear separation of different types of linguistic
phenomena and thus a straightforward handling
for various NLP-applications. Equivalent anno-
tations for other theoretical frameworks can be
easily derived from our representations—which is
why we believe that MTT in general has consid-
erable advantages. But on top of that, the MTT
model is a transductive model (Kahane, 2003).
This means that it also provides the instruments
for the mapping of a representation at a given level
to the corresponding representations at the adja-
cent levels. This has an interesting consequence
as far as corpus annotation is concerned: start-
ing from a given stratum and a manually created
mapping grammar (the coverage does not need to
be broad at first), the annotations at the adjacent
strata can be easily obtained, and they can on their
turn be used to derive the annotations at the next
strata, and so on. In other words, with a corpus
of SSyntSs, it is straightforward to derive parallel
corpora of DSyntSs and SemSs using an adequate
tool, such as the graph transducer MATE (Bohnet
et al., 2000). The process of annotation can be
reduced to a minimal manual revision of automat-
ically created structures.

For the surface-syntactic annotation, we use
our detailed annotation schema that allows for
relatively easy dependency relation identification,
based on easy-to-use criteria. The annotation
schema has been defined taking into account that
(a) the schema should cover only criteria that are

related to the syntactic behaviour of the nodes;
(b) the granularity of the schema should be bal-
anced in the sense that it should be fine-grained
enough to capture language-specific syntactic id-
iosyncrasies, but be still manageable by the anno-
tator team.9 The latter led us target a set of around
50 SSyntRels. For details on when we establish a
dependency between two nodes as well as its di-
rection, and to see which criteria we used for la-
belling dependencies, see (Burga et al., 2011).

3.2 Annotation of the morphological and
surface-syntactic layers

The dependency treebank from which we started is
AnCora-DEP-ES in its 2008 version (Taulé et al.,
2008). The surface-syntactic annotation procedure
comprised two stages: (1) an automatic projection
of the annotations of the sentences from AnCora
onto rudimentary surface-syntactic structures (see
(Mille et al., 2009) for more details); (2) multi-
ple manual revisions of the structures obtained in
Stage 1. For the revision work carried out by a
small team of trained annotators, the graph editor
of the graph transducer MATE was used (Bohnet
et al., 2000).

To facilitate the annotation of the deeper lev-
els, we split 14 of the relations shown in Table 4
into more fine-grained relations which also encode
predicate-argument information. Those labels are
used to derive automatically rather complete deep-
syntactic structures (see Section 3.3), but are not
retained in the surface-syntactic annotation, which
only includes the 47 original labels. That is, in or-
der to label the dependencies, the annotator has to
follow the syntactic guidelines, and when annotat-
ing some of the relations in the DepRel column of
Table 4, add or not a suffix to the label, based on
three criteria:
(1) What is the configuration of the underlying
predicate-argument structure? (5 DepRel→ 25)

For the DepRel iobj, iobj_clitic, obl_compl,
obl_obj, the goal is to associate to the dependent a
slot in the valency frame of its governor: by con-
vention, we number the argument slots from 0 to
5, although they correspond to the first to the sixth
arguments. For this, we asked the annotators to
(i) consider the definition of the predicate, which
can only be complete if all its arguments are men-
tioned, and (ii) evaluate the importance of each ar-

9We refer here, first of all, to decision making and inter-
agreement rate.
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gument with respect to this predicate, which al-
lows for assigning them a slot in its valency. At
the first glance, the task may appear subjective and
thus difficult. However, the very large majority of
predicates have between one and three arguments.
This makes the task easier, especially for verbs, for
which the subject (in active voice) is always con-
sidered the first argument,10 and the direct object
the second. In case of oblique or indirect objects
or oblique complements (see Table 4 for more de-
tails), the decision can be harder to make. But
the high inter-annotator agreement rate obtained
for the task (see Section 3.5) indicates that the in-
tuition of the annotators coincides to a large ex-
tent. Consider, for example, the predicate pro-
poner ‘suggest’: its definition would be something
like “an entity E1 giving an idea I to another entity
E2 for E2 to consider I”. In other words, proponer
has three arguments, E1, I, E2; E1 and I are almost
never omitted, which makes them higher in the
argument hierarchy than E2, and the entity “who
does” is considered more important than what is
done. As a result, we have E1=Arg1 (subject),
I=Arg2 (direct object), and E2=Arg3 (oblique ob-
ject 2).

In addition to object and complement DepRel,
the reflexive auxiliary aux_refl tag is subdivided
into four groups: direct (the pronoun is the second
argument of the verb and has a coreference link
with its subject), indirect (same as direct but the
pronoun is third argument), passive (the pronoun
is not an argument but triggers an inversion of first
and second arguments in the DSyntS), and lexical
(the pronoun is just a part of the verb’s lemma).
(2) Is the dependent parenthetical?(6 DepRel→ 12)
This criterion is used in order to distinguish be-
tween two levels of modification for basic mod-
ifiers, one being closer to the governor than the
other. For instance, the adv DepRel below a verb
indicates the presence of a circumstancial element
related to the verb itself, while the adjunct De-
pRel indicates that the circumstancial operates at
the sentence level: (normalmente←adjunct-corre-
adv→[cada dia] ‘usually he runs every day’). For
nominal governors (appos, attr, modif, quant, re-
lat), the descriptive extension is usually granted to
groups separated by a comma from their head.
(3) Is the dependent quoted? (3 DepRel→ 6)

In simple terms, it is the group formed by the de-
10This is why there is no extension 0 for verbal relations

(iobj, iobj_clitic, obl_obj), and also why by default we start
numbering the arguments from the second.

pendent and all its dependents surrounded by quo-
tation marks, which indicate an actual quotation.
Consider, for illustration, the difference between
dijo “me voy” ‘he said “I’m going”’ (quote), and
¡Mira, el “presidente” llega! ‘Look, the “presi-
dent” is arriving!’, in which the quotation marks
are a stylistic way of making fun of someone.
Three DepRel are concerned: subj, dobj and pre-
pos.

As a result, instead of 14 DepRel, the annotator
has to consider 43, that is, 29 more. So far, this
gives us 76 different tags (47 + 29). In addition,
we further split for testing reasons (which we do
not have space to detail in this paper) the label conj
into sub_conj and compar_conj, and added a third
label restr when splitting the DepRel adv. Thus,
the total tagset which represents the base of our
annotation process comprises 79 different tags.
We refer to this tagset as the “Annotation SSynt
DepRel” tagset (SSynt DepRelA).

As for the annotation at the morphological
layer, it was mostly derived automatically from the
AnCora annotation.

3.3 Annotation of the deep-syntactic layer

As mentioned in Section 2, the deep-syntactic
layer has the form of an unordered dependency
tree. The edges encode explicit valency rela-
tions, and also coordination and modifications,
while only meaning-bearing units are accepted as
nodes. Multi-word expressions are fused into sin-
gle nodes. Sentence-internal coreferential links
are superimposed on the annotation. All surface-
syntactic relations (except det, see Section 2.3)
have a direct correlation with deep-syntactic con-
figurations.

Taking this into account, together with the syn-
tactic properties of each DepRel (e.g., obl_obj
points to a governed preposition, i.e., to a func-
tional node which does not carry any meaning on
its own), the mapping between SSynt and DSynt
can be largely automatic (for instance, the DSyntS
shown in Figure 1c has required no manual modi-
fication, although this is not always the case). The
workload of the annotator is reduced to (i) addition
of coreferences between nodes of the same sen-
tence, (ii) definition of the argument slot of pos-
sessive pronouns when necessary, and (iii) repair
of possible erroneous rule applications. There are
currently 129 rules in the SSynt-DSynt mapping
grammar, and its coverage is not yet complete,
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as some very specific configurations are still not
taken into account. However, we intend to expand
the coverage as much as possible in the future. An
average-length sentence (around 30 nodes) takes
an annotator around one and a half minutes to
process (while without the automatic annotation
derivation it takes her/him about 10 minutes).

SSynt DSynt
abbrev ATTR
abs_pred ATTR
adjunct APPEND
adv ATTR
adv_mod ATTR
agent I
analyt_fut -
analyt_pass -
analyt_perf -
analyt_progr -
appos ATTR
appos_descr APPEND
attr ATTR
attr_descr APPEND
aux_phras -
aux_refl_dir II
aux_refl_indir III
aux_refl_lex -
aux_refl_pass -
bin_junct ATTR
compar II
compar_conj II
compl1 II
compl2 III
compl_adnom ATTR
coord COORD
coord_conj II
copul II
copul_clitic II
copul_quot II
det any
dobj II
dobj_clitic II
dobj_quot II
elect ATTR
iobj1 II
iobj2 III
iobj3 IV
iobj4 V
iobj5 VI

SSynt DSynt
iobj_clitic1 II
iobj_clitic2 III
iobj_clitic3 IV
iobj_clitic4 V
iobj_clitic5 VI
juxtapos APPEND
modal II
modif ATTR
modif_descr APPEND
num_junct COORD
obj_copred ATTR
obl_compl0 I
obl_compl1 II
obl_compl2 III
obl_compl3 IV
obl_compl4 V
obl_compl5 VI
obl_obj1 II
obl_obj2 III
obl_obj3 IV
obl_obj4 V
obl_obj5 VI
prepos II
prepos_quot II
prolep APPEND
punc -
punc_init -
quant ATTR
quant_descr APPEND
quasi_coord COORD
quasi_subj I
relat ATTR
relat_descr APPEND
relat_expl APPEND
restr ATTR
sequent ATTR
sub_conj II
subj I
subj_copred ATTR

Table 8: Mapping of the 79 SSynt DepRelA onto
DSynt DepRel

Table 8 indicates that some SSynt DepRelA are
not mapped to any DSynt DepRel. This is due to
the fact that some nodes (namely the functional
ones) are removed from the deep-syntactic struc-
ture. The idea is that from the perspective of Nat-
ural Language Generation (NLG) from abstract
structures, the system will only have access to
non-linguistic data; see, e.g., (Bouayad-Agha et
al., 2012). This implies that a system that gen-
erates statistically from those abstract representa-
tions MUST be able to learn when to introduce
functional words (i.e., words that carry a grammat-
ical content, but no own lexical meaning). There-
fore, a corpus claimed to be suitable for training
statistical NLG modules should always take this

SSynt DepRelA Changes in DSynt

analyt_fut remove Gov and Dep
add tense=FUT

analyt_pass
remove Gov
invert I and II
add voice=PASS

analyt_perf remove Gov
add tense=PAST

analyt_progr remove Gov
add tem_constituency=PROGR

aux_refl_dir replace node label with antecedent’s
add coreference between I and II

aux_refl_indir replace node label with antecedent’s
add coreference between I and III

aux_refl_lex remove Dep
add se at the end of Gov’s lemma

aux_refl_pass
remove Dep
invert I and II
add voice=PASS

det

IF Dep=el|un
remove Dep
add definiteness=DEF/INDEF
IF Dep=possessive
replace node label with antecedent’s
edit DSynt DepRel
add coreference link with antecedent
IF Dep=other
map det to ATTR

dobj/iobj1-5/obl_compl0-5 remove Dep if governed prepositionobl_obj1-5

relat/relat_descr replace node label with antecedent’s
add coreference link with antecedent

. . . _conj remove Dep if governed preposition

Table 9: More complex SSynt to DSynt mappings

into account. In addition, the removal of func-
tional nodes allows the generators to deal with
different surface realizations when several realiza-
tions are possible (e.g., give something to Mary
VS give Mary something). Having in parallel two
layers, one with all the words, and one without the
functional words, is one way to provide the basis
for statistical models.

Since, as we have seen in Section 3.3, not all
surface-syntactic nodes are mapped to the deep-
syntactic level, some configurations imply non-
typical equivalences. Table 9 completes Table 8
by summarizing all mappings of SSynt DepRelA
to something else than a single DSynt DepRel.

3.4 Annotation of the semantic layer

Since in the deep-syntactic layer all grammatical
units are removed from the structure, the mapping
to a connected acyclic graph entirely composed
of predicate-argument relations that connect any
meaning-bearing unit used in the sentence (which
includes DSynt nodes and some additional meta-
nodes) is much easier. A different mapping gram-
mar from the one detailed in Section 3.3 can trans-
form the deep-syntactic structure in Figure 1c into
a semantic structure shown in Figure 1d.

During this second mapping, all nodes from
the deep-syntactic structure are transferred, except
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nodes which have a coreference relation with an-
other node. Only one node that stands for all core-
ferring nodes appears in the semantic structure; all
edges that point to a node which is removed are
transferred to that one node.11

Most relations can be derived in a straightfor-
ward way: Roman numerals map to Arabic nu-
merals, and ATTR, APPEND and COORD edges
are inverted and relabelled with 1 when the DSynt
dependent is a predicate. Otherwise, we intro-
duce meta-predicates like, for instance, ELAB-
ORATION or POSSESS in order to connect the
equivalent of the DSynt dependent to the graph
(see Section 3.4).

In the procedure of obtaining the annotation at
the semantic layer, the mapping grammar does all
the work, and there is no need for manual revision
at all.

3.5 Inter-annotator agreement

Due to the still preliminary nature of our deep-
syntactic and semantic annotations, we evaluated
the inter-annotator agreement so far only for the
surface-syntactic annotation. However, we used
the 79-relation tagset, which facilitated the auto-
matic derivation of the deeper annotations; see
Section 3. This tagset thus allows us to indirectly
obtain the deep layer inter-annotator agreement
(while the 47-relation tagset gives us the SSynt-
layer inter-annotator agreement)—with the excep-
tion of possessive determiners, which are mapped
to a variety of different deep-syntactic relations
(ATTR, I, II, etc.). Therefore and given that pos-
sessive determiners represent only 1% of the total
number of dependencies in the corpus, we decided
not to take them into account in the deep evalua-
tion.

To obtain the material for the inter-annotator
agreement evaluation, we parsed with Bohnet’s
parser (Bohnet, 2009), trained on the surface-
syntactic annotation the lingüística ‘linguistics’
wikipedia page,12 72 sentences in total (2,443 to-
kens). Two annotators then post-edited in sepa-
rate sessions every sentence using the 79-tag tagset
as described in Section 3.2. Drawing upon the
surface-syntactic tag hierarchy described in (Mille
et al., 2012), the resulting two annotations were
further generalized to 47, 31 and 15 tags, such that

11Our mapping grammar actually has a parameter that al-
lows for keeping the coreferring nodes separated in the SemS.
This can be useful for experiments on information structure.

12Prior to parse it, the page has been cleaned.

we obtained parallel annotations for four different
annotations.

Taking one annotation of each pair as gold stan-
dard and the other as “predicted", we ran the
CoNLL’08 evaluation and calculated the LAS.
The results are displayed in Table 10.

79 47 31 15
UAS (%) 96.15 96.15 96.15 96.15
LAS (%) 89.40 92.26 92.51 92.80

Table 10: Inter-annotator agreement.

Since the successive mappings from 79 to 15
DepRel only concern the edge labels, it is nor-
mal that the Unlabeled Attachment Score remains
the same for all tagsets. As expected, the agree-
ment rate correlates with the number of tags in
the tagset. Thus, we reached 89.4%, including
predicate-argument identification 92.26%, with
the 47 DepRel given in Table 4 in Section 2.2,
and up to 92.8% with the reduced tagset of 15 De-
pRels. All inter-annotator agreement figures os-
cillate around the 90% threshold recommended in
the OntoNotes project (Hovy et al., 2006).

4 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we report on the results of the an-
notation of a Spanish corpus, in which the differ-
ent levels of annotation are clearly separated. We
show that thanks to a sound theoretical framework
and appropriate tools, it is possible to reduce the
manual workload and, at the same time, achieve
a high inter-annotator agreement rate on all eval-
uated levels (more than 92% for syntax and more
than 89% for syntax and semantics). These fig-
ures are largely due to the fact that the criteria
that define each dependency relation have been
carefully selected and are exclusively linguisti-
cally motivated. However, the 3-point difference
between semantic and syntactic tagsets confirms
that predicate-argument structures are less easily
identifiable than syntactic dependencies since the
criteria that define them are not as straightforward
as syntactic criteria. In the future, we aim to aug-
ment the size of our tree bank, work on improv-
ing the predicate-argument identification, and add
the dimension of the information structure. Both
the treebank and all resources developed during
the annotation (guidelines, software, etc.) will be
made available to the community.
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